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Abstract 

 

This paper employs a stochastic and dynamic intermediate storage model to estimate the 

optimal stockpile levels at both a mine and port for a coal supply chain. The optimisation 

model demonstrates that the principle costs incurred from high inventories of coal include 

working capital, storage costs and double handling costs, whilst costs incurred from low 

inventories are dominated by train cancellations, spot price purchases of coal to make up 

shortfalls and demurrage. The optimisation model allows for the dynamic interaction of cost 

functions across the supply chain and results in optimal inventories that are typically lower 

than intuitively assumed by logistics managers. 
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Introduction 
 

The volume of coal available for export is expected to rise in most major coal producing 

centres due to an increased global demand for energy and steel. The continued growth in coal 

production within a physically constrained supply chain provides motivation for the coal 

industry to enhance methods to improve the cost profile of mining and transporting coal while 

maximising throughput and meeting stringent environmental regulations. The optimisation of 

the coal supply chain, from pit to port, is critical for reducing mining, transportation and 

storage costs. 

 

In addition to the contracted quality specifications of exported coal, the most critical factor 

driving optimisation of the coal supply chain is ensuring security of coal supply. The effect of 

coal stock-outs on thermal power producers and steel manufacturers is financially 

catastrophic. Ensuring supply throughput is therefore a key element of coal production and 

supply chain management. Historically, to cater for possible disruptions affecting security of 

supply, logistics managers over-compensate and stock large levels of coal at both the mine 

and if possible at the port. This paper examines stockpile management practices and focuses 

on modelling efficient stockpile levels within a dynamic cost environment to obtain optimal 

levels of coal stockpiles. The main objective is to define the optimal stockpile level at the 

mine and the port that minimises overall costs to the producer while minimising the risk of 

supply disruptions. 

 

There are a number of implications for operating coal stocks at sub-optimal levels, both high 

and low. It is clearly prudent that mines maintain a minimum stock level to avoid train 

colliery cancellations and vessel loading delays resulting in demurrage costs, as w ell as 

helping smooth out variations in coal quality. Minimum product stock levels for each brand of 

coal are also essential since take or pay port entitlement contracts must be honoured. Coal is 

not a homogenous product due to the discretion of producers to uncover a range of coal seams 

at their disposal and the capacity to process coal through wash-plants enhances ash, nitrogen 

and sulphur levels. Stock levels at the load ports must be sufficient to ensure that no 

distressed purchases of coal are necessary and demurrage costs are minimised, especially if 

there is a history of disruptions in the logistics chain between mine and port.  

 

A producer needs to keep sufficient stocks to support existing contractual sales, as well as to 

cater for a cer tain amount of spot sales. This also assists in building brand image with key 

customers that recognise the producer as a reliable supplier of choice. In some locations a 
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buffer stock is contractually required by the port to allow for optimisation of railing and port 

operations. 

 

In the coal industry there are a number of excellent supply chain management programs such 

as QMASTOR which address stockpile management issues as p art of full supply chain 

optimisation however they generally neglect to optimise stockpile levels across the supply 

chain efficiently. We estimate the optimal coal inventory level for both a mine and port, in the 

absence of structural requirements, using a st ochastic and dynamic intermediate storage 

model to minimise the costs of stockpiling. The results from this study complement rather 

than contradict the solutions provided by supply chain software systems since the supply 

chain is not explicitly constrained by stockpile levels. This model merely seeks to minimise 

the total stockpile costs incurred from either producing too much or too little coal, which 

relates directly to mining practices rather than supply chain dynamics. 

 

Section 2 discusses the major costs incurred by producers resulting from either excessive or 

insufficient stocks at either the mine or the port. Section 3 introduces the model and discusses 

the methodology. Section 4 discusses the results and tests the sensitivity of cost inputs which 

highlights the two major cost drivers. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks. 

 

Cost implications for stocks above and below an optimal level 
 

Stockpiles at a mine are used as a buffer for mine reconfigurations, production disruptions 

and to minimise train cancellations. Stockpiles at a port are generally used to reduce 

demurrage penalties and to properly manage coal qualities. Mine stockpiles are typically 

much larger and have spare capacity. Mine and port stockpiles are usually connected by rail 

but barge transport between locations is also common. Additional capacity along the rail is 

allocated to third party coal purchasers allowing for a degree of flexibility in coal delivery. An 

efficient supply chain aims to achieve sufficient logistic flexibility to allocate trains for mines 

to transport quantities of coal with specific qualities that are intended for export as well as 

coal for domestic consumption. 

 

When coal is extracted in either an open-cut or underground mine, it is typically crushed, 

screened and sometimes further processed and then stockpiled at the mine. Mine managers 

rely on experience and intuition to set a stockpile level that caters for train or barge 

scheduling, forecast changes in mine geology which will affect product volumes, anticipate 

and react to weather impacts that halt mining operations and seek to minimise the non-trivial 

costs associated with storage and stockpile management. Logistics managers also rely heavily 
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on experience and intuition to set stockpile levels at the port that cater for train delays, vessel 

loading delays and storage costs. 

 

The costs incurred for maintaining larger stockpiles than necessary is perceived as a form of 

insurance by site managers and logistics teams, to secure supply for thermal power generators 

and steel producers. There has been a growing trend towards extremely high stockpile levels 

in some mines where stock volumes can be as high as 25 per cent of the total coal produced 

annually. An inventory of hundreds of millions of dollars on a mine’s balance sheet distorts 

the true value of the operation, implies that the nature of the storage cost profile is not 

understood and hints at inefficiencies in the off-take process. 

 

Stockpile management at an operational level seeks to maintain the coal in good storage 

conditions and control for coal heating and dusty conditions. Operational issues associated 

with stockpiling and reclaiming of coal include the accurate measurement of tonnage going 

onto stockpile and of reclaimed tonnage, changes in moisture content as a result of rain or 

drying out of material (representing either a weight gain or loss), stockpile losses due to wind, 

water erosion and carpeting, coal transferral and product contamination avoidance, variations 

in bulk density (the bulk density of a stockpile can vary between 0.8t/m³-1.2t/m³ or higher for 

compacted coal), spontaneous combustion if stockpiled for long periods and the potential for 

some trace elements in coal to leach out into groundwater or run-off into nearby 

streams/dams/rivers. 

 

It is usually regarded to the benefit of all coal yards to try and implement a ‘first in-first out’ 

basis for stock rotation in order to reduce the amount of time the coal is kept in stock. One 

method to achieve this is the ‘walking stockpile’ where stacking is conducted on one side 

while reclamation is conducted from the other. This method also allows for the maximisation 

of the use of the stocking area however the main drawback is that it requires additional 

storage area which isn’t always available. Stockpiles of different grades of material are 

typically separated into discrete areas with a 10-meter gap between to minimise 

contamination. This is not always possible and is an explicit constraint in the supply chain. 

 

For very large tonnages stockpiling can be achieved by putting coal down in extended beds, 

restricted only by the amount of space available. Where there is a stacker-reclaimer available, 

coal is laid down by means of a traversing conveyor and reclaimed in a series of horizontal 

strata, or by full face reclamation. This method of stacking and reclaiming fulfils the 

requirements of a blending system where the variations in quality are reduced. The preferred 

methods for achieving suitable blends can include but are not limited to gravity reclamation, 
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portal scrapers, slewing bucket wheels, bridge scraper, silos, bridge bucket wheel and barrel. 

If a mechanical stacker-reclaimer is not available, blending of coal is normally achieved on 

the conveyor belt by reclaiming different grades of material simultaneously. The other 

alternative for blending is to stack different grades of material on the same pile. 

 

Notwithstanding the operational issues discussed above, stockpiling represents a real cost to a 

coal producer. The logistics situation differs markedly across coal exporting regions since the 

logistics chain is typically stockpile constrained at either the mine or the port. This is 

generally due to the temporal misalignment of infrastructure upgrades to expand capacity in 

both rail and port. This constraint forces stockpile management to be optimised where 

possible. 

 

Mine site stockpiling 

 

Low inventories at mines usually result in train cancellations Train cancellations lose 

significant value for coal producers as they typically face take-or-pay costs along with the lost 

revenue from the cargo, and it also jeopardises the mine’s perceived reliability for train 

scheduling capacity. This also results in port inventories not being in line with the logistics 

plan thereby triggering demurrage payments and potential quality adjustment penalties. 

 

High inventories translate into high working capital costs since a large stockpile of coal is 

housed on the mine’s balance sheet implying that the inventory turnover duration is much 

higher than is necessary. This generally indicates an inefficient supply chain with an array of 

hidden costs associated with double handling stocks, preparation of additional storage areas, 

increased costs for dust control and greater working capital. Excess stock at the mine can also 

hamper effective blending operations so stockpile management is often governed by intuition 

and physical constraints rather than by what is cost efficient. 

 

Port stockpiling 

 

Insufficient inventories render it difficult if not impossible to ‘sweeten’ low quality cargoes, 

in which case value-leakage occurs. For most thermal coal contracts, cargoes may be rejected 

by counterparties if net calorific value drops below 5,850kcal/kg NAR while double penalties 

apply below 5,900 kcal/kg NAR. Similar contract penalty structures exist for metallurgical 

coal also. Cargo rejection results in the full value of the coal being temporarily surrendered 

with additional costs being incurred to either renegotiate contract terms or to source another 

buyer for the now distressed parcel of coal. 
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Demurrage is incurred when customers do not receive their cargo at the intended time due to 

insufficient stocks at the port and it inherently erodes a producer’s image as a reliable supplier 

of coal. Delays may also result in re-negotiated delivery dates and/or quality specifications. 

For instance, if a shipment is rolled to the following month a change in the index price can 

result in significant deterioration in value. As an example the API4 index for free-on-board 

coal at Richard’s Bay in South Africa fell by US$38 per tonne between September and 

October 2009, which means a capesize vessel of coal that suffered a delay of a few days may 

have lost as much as US$6m – a quarter of the cargo value. 

 

Data and Research Method 
 

The model aims to minimise the cost profile of stockpiles at both a mine and its respective 

port via stochastic simulation given satisfactory delivery performance per coal grade. The 

model is subject to the following input constraints: 

 

• Uncertainty in production, quality, railing, laycans and shipping tolerance; 

• Additional costs associated with moving coal between mine stockpiles, rail 

cancellations, working capital, demurrage, low quality & distressed purchases; 

• Excess stock managed by selling coal under distressed conditions or moving the 

product to an alternative stockpile at extra cost; and 

• Insufficient stocks resulting in demurrage penalties and potentially high costs of 

buying third party coal at a premium to the spot or contract price. 

 

The model includes deterministic estimates of demurrage rates, volume options, rail 

performance, working capital costs (interest rates and coal prices), using stochastic simulation 

of expected production and production variance and the expected lay-can intra-month split. 

The model excludes explicit modelling of expected coal quality, apart from an assumption of 

coal degradation over time for extended stockpiling of coal and explicit modelling of the 

variance in quality along with coal blending optionality. 

 

The optimal stockpile level calculation is based on minimising the expected aggregate 

liabilities of having excess or insufficient stock at a mine and its associated port. 

 

Main assumptions 
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The main cost assumptions used in the model relate to the costs associated with excess or 

insufficient stocks and the level at which these costs escalate. We choose a mine with average 

annual production of 10Mt which exports up to ten different coal quality products. No coal is 

destined for domestic production. Domestically consumed coal is typically unprocessed and 

deployed via conveyors so the logistic implications of run of mine coal for domestic 

consumption are minimal. 

 

We assume that coal stocks at the mine in excess of 700kt coal must be stockpiled at a 

secondary location which will incur double handling costs. To minimise impacts on stockpile 

capacity and handling problems, we assume coal is sold at a discount for levels above 700kt 

with an associated cost. Too low stockpiles however carry the danger of paying demurrage 

and buying in supplementary coal. For capital costs we will assume that the stockpile is 

depreciated by current interest rates adjusted for credit quality and the inflation rate. We 

adjust the value of the stockpiled coal by 0.3% per day to cater for the calorific value 

degradation of stockpiled coal (assuming the coal is not compacted and covered for long term 

storage). All costs are in US dollars. 

 

To simplify the analysis and to incorporate production constraints, we assume one single 

stockpile and do not distinguish between different qualities. Coal is always first stacked on 

the so-called ‘live’ pile and thereafter any excess material is stacked on the so-called ‘dead’ 

pile to minimise or eliminate secondary stockpiling costs. Typical daily transport rates are 3 

trains of 8kt of coal each. This implies that the cargo for a capesize vessel can be gathered 

over a 6-day period. 

 

The dynamic feature of the model incorporates sources of uncertainty relating to variability of 

production, variability in contracted volume off-take and variability in the timing of the off-

take in a delivery period. Production is modelled as a stochastic process using a lognormal 

distribution calibrated to three years of production history. Average production is 200kt per 

week and variability in production is 100kt per week. Variability in off-take volumes includes 

the ±10% option (as per a t ypical coal off-take contract to allow for vessel loading 

constraints) which is also modelled as a stochastic process. Variability in timing for the 

vessel’s laycan within the delivery period is modelled deterministically as one of two 

scenarios that help dictate the dynamics of stockpile management; firstly 75 per cent of 

laycans occur in the first half of the contracted delivery period and secondly 75 per cent of 

laycans occur in the second half of the contracted delivery period. Unquantifiable costs to 

reputation incurred from delivery delays or logistic inefficiencies are not explicitly modelled. 
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The model simulates the expected volume beyond the high and low stock thresholds. The 

expected volume outside thresholds is multiplied with the cost and summed over a four-week 

period. The stockpile that gives the lowest expected total cost is then estimated to be the 

optimal stockpile level. The four-week period is used to represent the total duration of the 

stock recovery period as historical observation suggests it takes about a month to normalise 

stocks from extremely high or low levels. 

 

Coal off-take at the port is assumed to equal coal production at the mine aggregated over a 

four-week period. Stock levels at the mine have a direct influence on stock levels at the port. 

The throughput of coal in the supply chain (via rail) remains at a steady state equal to the 

weekly rate of coal production. The probability of low or even zero stocks at the mine directly 

translates into low or zero stocks at the port with third party coal purchases making up the 

difference until coal stocks recover from own production.  

 

Cost model 

 

The cost function for both high and low volume stockpiles with reference to respective costs 

at the given thresholds, as well as the working capital cost of inventories is derived as 
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In (1) tp,σ is the standard deviation of production at week t, j
nc is the fixed cost in USD per 

tonne for excess or insufficient volumes n at volume level j, tS is the stockpile level at the 

mine or port at time t, tP is the short-term coal off-take price at time t and tr  is the working 

capital cost rate at time t represented as a fixed 200 basis point spread over the bank bill swap 

rate minus inflation. In (2) j
tK  is the threshold volume level j: j=1,2,…,5  at time t. The 

threshold volume levels j: j=1,2,…,5 represent the threshold for the live stockpile (j=1), the 

live plus dead stockpile (j=2) and the live plus dead stockpile plus a residual stock area (j=3) 

for high stock levels. For low stockpiles the threshold volume level j=4 represents the 

threshold impacting train cancellations and quality penalties and j=5 is the threshold for 

demurrage costs and the distressed purchasing of coal. 
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The cost function in (1) and (2) is essentially an option contract priced using the stockpile at 

each week-end valued against the costs of excess or insufficient stocks measured against a 

threshold (strike) and summed over a four week period. The expected volume above threshold 

levels is calculated by using the partial expectation ))(()( aa zzLaxP +=≤ σ  and 

)()( azLaxP σ=>  where az  is the normalised z-score, and the normal distribution loss 

function is aaaa zzzzL ))(1()()( Φ−−=ψ  where ψ  is the normal density and Φ  is the 

normal cumulative function. 

 

Due to the mine stocks directly influencing the port stocks, there are multiple uncertainties 

impacting the expected stockpile level at each location. Instead of calculating the bivariate or 

multivariate partial expectation, we add the variances of the random variables 

)( 2
, ijjiiji ρσσσσ +=  for all i and j > i with minimal loss of accuracy. 

 

The cost function (1) is minimised across all low and high stock scenarios over a four-week 

forecast period subject to the constraints around laycan and vessel loading times, train 

throughput and input costs addressed above. The model conducts an iterative simulation of 

forward production, production variability and laycan probabilities to estimate the total cost 

of a range of stock levels at the mine and port. Cost inputs and associated threshold levels 

remain static throughout the simulation run. The simulation is run for 5000 paths. 

 

Results 
 

The model was calibrated to efficient estimates of forward contracts beyond the longest-

maturity futures contract. Using a k ey assumption that coal is sold off when the stockpile 

level reaches 700kt, we analyse how this assumption influences the results. 
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Stockpile Optimiser - Mine FY10

Models inputs
MAIN INPUTS High stock cos Low stock coCapital cost
scenario All 1,232          232.61            848.33         151.08         

initial stockpile level 200 '000 t -100 7300.43401 4.767090327 7371.2083 -75.541381

-80 6592.34311 6.498954049 6646.27726 -60.4331048
STATISTICAL MODEL PRODUCTION -60 5921.96181 8.79502889 5958.49161 -45.3248286

average rate '000 t/week 200 200 -40 5292.22107 11.81527815 5310.62235 -30.2165524

total variability 000 t/weeks 100 100 -20 4705.62748 15.7571004 4704.97866 -15.1082762
0 4164.15507 20.86172094 4143.29335 0

DEMURRAGE COST (NOT USED DIRECTLY IN MODEL) 20 3669.16409 27.42098425 3626.63483 15.1082762
demurrage cost $/day 76,000 760 40 3221.35515 35.78431253 3155.35429 30.2165524
coal days shortage 3 days 60 2820.76376 46.36546321 2729.07346 45.3248286
demurrage cost 2 $/mt 80 2466.79542 59.64855537 2346.71376 60.4331048
laycan volume % week on week 25.0% 100 2158.29728 76.19265317 2006.56324 75.541381

120 1893.65798 96.63401972 1706.3743 90.6496573
CAPITAL COST      140 1670.92479 121.6850275 1443.48182 105.757933

capital cost rate 8.5% 850 160 1487.92584 152.128684 1214.93095 120.86621
reference price US$/t 120.00               120 180 1342.38589 188.8078551 1017.60355 135.974486
time for Cap. Cost calc. 4.00                   weeks 200 1,232          232.6085912 848.334457 151.082762

220 1,155          284.4374881 704.010815 166.191038
TIMING 240 1108.14393 345.1937292 581.650882 181.299315
volatility time 1.5                     weeks 260 1090.60609 415.7372682 478.461234 196.407591
average time 0.5                     weeks 280 1100.24479 496.8554068 391.873521 211.515867

300 1135.41822 589.2306484 319.563427 226.624143
LIABILITIES 320 1194.60075 693.4130125 259.455323 241.732419
high threshold 1 (e.g. max live stock) 400 '000 t 340 1276.35681 809.7998822 209.716231 256.840696
high threshold 2 (e.g. live+dead stock) 700 '000 t 360 1379.31738 938.6258767 168.742531 271.948972
high threshold 3 (e.g. live+dead+2nd stock) 1,000 '000 t 380 1502.16376 1079.964255 135.142254 287.057248
low threshold 1 (e.g. train cancel / quality pena 200 '000 t 400 1643.62085 1233.740101 107.71522 302.165524
low threshold 2 (e.g. demurrage / stressed 3rd   75 '000 t 420 1802.46066 1399.754217 85.4326378 317.2738
high threshold 1 cost 3.00                   $/t 440 1977.51479 1577.715477 67.4172377 332.382077
high threshold 2 cost 4.00                   $/t 460 2167.69352 1767.27857 52.9246015 347.490353
high threshold 3 cost 12.00                 $/t 480 2372.00837 1968.083726 41.3260172 362.598629
low threshold 1 cost 1.00                   $/t 500 2589.59508 2179.795185 32.0929923 377.706905
low threshold 2 cost 12.00                 $/t 520 2819.73442 2402.135821 24.7834159 392.815181
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Figure 1: Stockpile optimal level at the mine using the given market parameters, thresholds and 
costs. The optimal level is given at around 280kt. 
 

The model indicates that low stocks generally have the potential for incurring greater 

liabilities than high stocks at the mine. Conversely the model shows that the opposite is the 

case at the port since stockpile capacity can only be sourced at a significant premium. Figure 

1 shows a sample cost profile for a r ange of stock levels given a set  of static inputs. The 

optimum stock level can be visually estimated at the minimum total cost level. Input 

parameters can obviously be adjusted to cater for the different market inputs and cost 

thresholds. 

 
Stockpile Optimiser - Port FY10

Models inputs
MAIN INPUTS High stock cos Low stock coCapital cost
scenario All 3,331          3,015.31         43.95          271.95         

initial stockpile level 450 '000 t 50 2686.90058 103.5015031 2553.18253 30.2165524

60 2514.76779 115.6523391 2362.85559 36.2598629
STATISTICAL MODEL PRODUCTION 70 2354.80289 129.0299319 2183.46979 42.3031734

average rate '000 t/week 200 200 80 2206.84282 143.7329183 2014.76342 48.3464839

total variability 000 t/weeks 100 100 90 2070.69445 159.8650899 1856.43957 54.3897944
100 1946.13879 177.5354382 1708.17025 60.4331048

DEMURRAGE COST (NOT USED DIRECTLY IN MODEL) 110 1832.93533 196.8581947 1569.60072 66.4764153
demurrage cost $/day 76,000 760 120 1730.82665 217.9528715 1440.35405 72.5197258
coal days shortage 3 days 130 1639.54304 240.9443024 1320.0357 78.5630363
demurrage cost 2 $/mt 140 1558.80706 265.9626891 1208.23803 84.6063468
laycan volume % week on week 25.0% 150 1488.338 293.1436538 1104.54469 90.6496573

160 1427.85612 322.6282995 1008.53485 96.6929677
CAPITAL COST      170 1377.08662 354.5632789 919.787068 102.736278

capital cost rate 8.5% 850 180 1335.7633 389.1008717 837.88284 108.779589
reference price US$/t 96.00                 96 190 1303.63178 426.3990691 762.409816 114.822899
time for Cap. Cost calc. 4.00                   weeks 200 1,280          466.6216626 692.964567 120.86621

220 1,260          556.5247409 570.602124 132.952831
TIMING 240 1273.10564 660.2397161 467.826477 145.039452
volatility time 1.5                     weeks 260 1318.34142 779.2937713 381.92158 157.126073
average time 0.5                     weeks 280 1394.97084 915.3119915 310.446156 169.212694

300 1502.55146 1070.014684 251.237464 181.299315
LIABILITIES 320 1640.99791 1245.210137 202.401834 193.385935
high threshold 1 (e.g. max live stock) 250 '000 t 340 1810.55018 1442.781065 162.29656 205.472556
high threshold 2 (e.g. live+dead stock) 420 '000 t 360 2011.72917 1664.662975 129.507019 217.559177
high threshold 3 (e.g. live+dead+2nd stock) 600 '000 t 380 2245.28062 1912.812815 102.82201 229.645798
low threshold 1 (e.g. train cancel / quality pena 70 '000 t 400 2512.10855 2189.166799 81.2093333 241.732419
low threshold 2 (e.g. demurrage / stressed 3rd   70 '000 t 420 2813.19912 2495.587191 63.7928883 253.81904
high threshold 1 cost 1.00                   $/t 440 3149.53662 2833.799088 49.8318713 265.905661
high threshold 2 cost 3.00                   $/t 460 3522.01449 3205.319923 38.702287 277.992282
high threshold 3 cost 11.00                 $/t 480 3931.34561 3611.386015 29.8806909 290.078903
low threshold 1 cost 0.50                   $/t 500 4377.97753 4052.882035 22.929972 302.165524
low threshold 2 cost 12.00                 $/t 520 4862.01918 4530.280106 17.4869333 314.252145
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Figure 2: Stockpile optimal level at the port using the given market parameters, thresholds and 
costs. The optimal level is given at around 240kt. 
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Figure 2 demonstrates the optimal level of stocks at the port given a set of cost inputs and coal 

throughput as well as the stock level at the mine. The port has greater restrictions for storing 

higher volumes of coal and thus the costs generally escalate beyond the optimum point. 

Furthermore if more laycans fall in the second half of the delivery period the optimal level 

reduces quite significantly as the costs of having excess stocks continuing to build over time 

become extreme. This is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Stockpile Optimiser - Port FY10

Models inputs
MAIN INPUTS High stock cos Low stock coCapital cost
scenario All 5,140          4,829.96         38.01          271.95         

initial stockpile level 450 '000 t 50 1933.48559 259.7356404 1643.5334 30.2165524

60 1845.0483 285.9981998 1522.79024 36.2598629
STATISTICAL MODEL PRODUCTION 70 1766.6267 314.4738653 1409.84966 42.3031734

average rate '000 t/week 200 200 80 1697.97993 345.3046411 1304.32881 48.3464839

total variability 000 t/weeks 100 100 90 1638.87231 378.6379751 1205.84454 54.3897944
100 1589.07664 414.6267635 1114.01678 60.4331048

DEMURRAGE COST (NOT USED DIRECTLY IN MODEL) 110 1548.37721 453.4293492 1028.47145 66.4764153
demurrage cost $/day 76,000 760 120 1516.57234 495.2095115 948.843104 72.5197258
coal days shortage 3 days 130 1493.47659 540.1364446 874.777108 78.5630363
demurrage cost 2 $/mt 140 1478.92246 588.3847217 805.931393 84.6063468
laycan volume % week on week 75.0% 150 1472.76175 640.1342394 741.977853 90.6496573

160 1474.86644 695.570138 682.603336 96.6929677
CAPITAL COST      170 1485.12927 754.8826921 627.510299 102.736278

capital cost rate 8.5% 850 180 1503.46388 818.2671645 576.417129 108.779589
reference price US$/t 96.00                 96 190 1529.80472 885.9236176 529.058198 114.822899
time for Cap. Cost calc. 4.00                   weeks 200 1,564          958.0566736 485.183678 120.86621

220 1,657          1116.592028 406.96507 132.952831
TIMING 240 1780.68823 1295.588351 340.060423 145.039452
volatility time 1.5                     weeks 260 1936.91717 1496.806983 282.98411 157.126073
average time 0.5                     weeks 280 2125.68732 1722.034019 234.440603 169.212694

300 2347.65035 1973.051889 193.299142 181.299315
LIABILITIES 320 2603.55944 2251.603163 158.570345 193.385935
high threshold 1 (e.g. max live stock) 250 '000 t 340 2894.20473 2559.346305 129.385869 205.472556
high threshold 2 (e.g. live+dead stock) 420 '000 t 360 3220.34455 2897.803887 104.981482 217.559177
high threshold 3 (e.g. live+dead+2nd stock) 600 '000 t 380 3582.63411 3268.304953 84.6833613 229.645798
low threshold 1 (e.g. train cancel / quality pena 70 '000 t 400 3981.55413 3671.924561 67.8971471 241.732419
low threshold 2 (e.g. demurrage / stressed 3rd   70 '000 t 420 4417.34307 4109.424846 54.099184 253.81904
high threshold 1 cost 1.00                   $/t 440 4889.93798 4581.202957 42.8293592 265.905661
high threshold 2 cost 3.00                   $/t 460 5398.92895 5087.251609 33.6850565 277.992282
high threshold 3 cost 11.00                 $/t 480 5943.53225 5627.137505 26.3158439 290.078903
low threshold 1 cost 0.50                   $/t 500 6522.58566 6200.001505 20.4186303 302.165524
low threshold 2 cost 12.00                 $/t 520 7134.56749 6804.582223 15.7331224 314.252145
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Figure 3: Stockpile optimal level at the port using the given market parameters, thresholds and 
costs with more vessels programmed to laycan in the second half of the delivery period. The 
optimal level is given at around 160kt. 
 

The model can also be run using deterministic distribution functions for production and 

production variability which greatly simplifies the calculation and provides optimal stockpile 

estimates rapidly. However the ability for coal stocks at the mine to directly influence the 

downstream stock level at the port using this method is somewhat limited. 

 

The model was tested for sensitivities relating to changes in production variability and laycan 

scheduling in the early or later part of the delivery period. Variability is measured as a 

proportion of weekly production and the optimum level is also expressed as a proportion of 

weekly production. As shown on the left side of Figure 4, as production variability increases 

the optimum mine stock level also increases. The optimum level at the port reaches a 

maximum when the production variability exceeds 30% of weekly production. In times of 

severe supply chain constraints caused by train derailments, strikes or weather events, it is 

optimal to build stock at the mine rather than the port regardless of the actual capacity at each 

end of the supply chain. This also illustrates that when a mine is operating efficiently and 

little or no variation in production occurs, very low stockpiles can be maintained at the mine 
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and port, greatly reducing total costs associated with stockpiling. If mine production 

variability increases from 20 per cent to 40 per cent of weekly production the stockpiling 

costs escalate from $0.70 pe r tonne to $2.80 per tonne. Mine management and production 

throughput are therefore critical for maintaining low costs associated with stockpile 

management. 
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Figure 4: Sensitivities of the optimum stock levels with respect to production variability and 
laycan delivery scheduling as a proportion of weekly production using a set of market 
parameters, thresholds and costs at both the mine and the port. 
 

The right hand graph in Figure 4 illustrates sensitivities associated with laycan delivery flow-

on effects, measured as a proportion of weekly production. Once again the optimum level is 

expressed as a proportion of weekly production. When vessels are expected at the port in the 

front half of the delivery period, target stock levels should be higher than when vessels are 

expected towards the latter half of the period. But critically the optimal stock level is much 

higher and the stock profile is more dramatic at the mine than the port as vessels push loading 

to the latter half of the period. Stocks typically build over the first part of the period as vessels 

choose to laycan later in the period however the optimal level should decline to an optimal 

level, which is essentially the target stock level at period end. This seems to be a l ogical 

outcome that can be arrived at intuitively however the dynamic cost model demonstrates that 

the optimal port stock level does not significantly change as vessel are scheduled within a 

contracted delivery period, with the spare storage capacity that minimises the cost function for 

such changes located at the mine (where stockpiling costs are less expensive). This figure also 

illustrates the differential stock levels to be held at mine and port respectively as l aycan 

scheduling changes. 

 

A more general observation of stockpile levels from the model using inputs aligned with 

current costs and associated thresholds in the Hunter Valley supply chain in Australia 

suggests that the optimal stock levels at both the mine and the port are significantly lower 

than the stock levels generally applied by mine and logistics managers. A mine with an annual 

production of around 10Mt typically stockpiles over 1Mt at the mine and 400kt at the port, 
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while the model suggests that these levels should be around 280kt at the mine and 240kt at the 

port. At a coal price of US$100 per tonne this difference translates into an annualised cost 

saving of US$88m. 

 

Concluding Remarks 
 

A dynamic intermediate storage model is used to estimate the optimal stockpile levels at both 

a mine and port within a coal supply chain. The optimisation model demonstrates that the 

principle costs incurred from high inventories of coal are working capital, storage costs and 

double handling costs whilst costs incurred from low inventories are dominated by train 

cancellations, spot price purchases of coal to make up shortfalls and demurrage. The 

optimisation model allows for the dynamic interaction of cost functions across the supply 

chain and results in optimal inventories that are typically lower than intuitively assumed by 

logistics managers. 
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